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State Recommended List

Achieve3000, Inc.
KidBiz3000 (Grades 2-5)
TeenBiz3000 (Grades 6-8)
Empower3000 (Grades 9-12)

American Eagle Company, Inc. (dba) Teacher’s Discovery
Voces Interactive ESL/ELD eTextbook 1B4430EB (Grades 8-12)
Voces Interactive ESL/ELD eTextbook 1B4430EB5Y (Grades 8-12)
Voces Interactive ELA Literature 4H0334S14 (Grades 9-12)
Voces Interactive Grammar & Writing eTextbook 4H0329S14 (Grades 9-12)
Voces Interactive Full Spectrum Nonfiction 4H0350S14 (Grades 9-12)

Arbordale Publishing
Fall 2015 - 8/10/15
Amphibians and Reptiles: A Compare and Contrast Book
Hungriest Mouth in the Sea, The
Lucky Litter, The: Wolf Pups Rescued from Wildfire
Sounds of the Savanna
Sparrow and the Trees, The
They Just Know: Animal Instincts
Tortoise and Hare's Amazing Race

Spring 2015 - 4/10/15
Achoo! Why Pollen Counts
Animal Mouths
Fibonacci Zoo
Primate School
This Land is Your Land
Wandering Woolly

Winter - 2015 - 1/10/15
Animal Eyes
Animal Helpers: Raptor Centers
Animal Partners
Clouds: A Compare and Contrast Book
Dino Treasures
Ghost of Donley Farm, The
Little Gray's Great Migration
Salamander Season
Trees: A Compare and Contrast Book
Arbordale Publishing (Continued)
Back List (Alphabetic)
ABC Safari
Animal Helpers: Aquariums
Animal Helpers: Sanctuaries
Animal Helpers: Wildlife Rehabilitators
Animal Helpers: Zoos
Animalogy: Animal Analogies
Animals are Sleeping
Anybody Home?
Astro: The Steller Sea Lion
Baby Owl's Rescue
Balloon Trees
Beavers' Busy Year, The
Best Nest, The
Big Cat, Little Kitty
Blackberry Banquet
Burro's Tortillas
Butterfly Called Hope, A
Carolina's Story: Sea Turtles Get Sick Too!
Champ's Story: Dogs Get Cancer Too!
Christmas Eve Blizzard
Cool Summer Tail, A
Count Down to Fall
Daisylocks
Day in the Deep, A
Day in the Salt Marsh, A
Day on the Mountain, A
Deductive Detective, The
Deep in the Desert
Desert Baths
Dino Tracks
Felina's New Home: A Florida Panther Story
Ferdinand Fox's First Summer
First Fire: A Cherokee Folktale
Fort on Fourth Street, The: A Story about the Six Simple Machines
Fur and Feathers
Giraffe Who Was Afraid of Heights, The
Glaciers Are Melting!, The
Gopher to the Rescue! A Volcano Recovery Story
Great Divide, The
Habitat Spy
Happy Birthday To Whooo?
Henry the Impatient Heron
Hey Diddle Diddle
Home in the Cave
How The Moon Regained Her Shape
If A Dolphin Were A Fish
If You Were A Parrot
In Arctic Waters
In My Backyard
Arbordale Publishing (Continued)

Julie the Rockhound
Kali's Story: An Orphaned Polar Bear Rescue
Kersplatypus
Little Red Bat
Little Skink's Tail
Loon Chase
Meet the Planets
Moose and Magpie
Most Dangerous, The
Mother Osprey: Nursery Rhymes for Buoys & Gulls
Multiply on the Fly
My Even Day
My Half Day
Nature Recycles—How About You?
Newton and Me
Ocean Hide and Seek
Ocean Seasons
Octavia and Her Purple Ink Cloud
On the Move: Mass Migrations
One Odd Day
One Wolf Howls
Pandas' Earthquake Escape
Paws, Claws, Hands, and Feet
Penguin Lady, The
Perfect Pet, The
Pieces of Another World
Polar Bears and Penguins: A Compare and Contrast Book
Prairie Storms
Rainforest Grew All Around, The
Ready, Set . . . WAIT! What Animals Do Before a Hurricane
River Beds: Sleeping in the World's Rivers
Saturn for My Birthday
Sea Slime: It's Eeuwy, Gooey and Under the Sea
Shape Family Babies, The
Shark Baby
Solar System Forecast
Sort it Out!
Ten for Me
Three Little Beavers
Tree That Bear Climbed, The
Tudley Didn't Know
Turtle Summer: A Journal for my Daughter
Turtles In My Sandbox
'Twas the Day Before Zoo Day
Warm Winter Tail, A
Water Beds: Sleeping In the Ocean
What's New at the Zoo? An Animal Adding Adventure
What's the Difference? An Endangered Animal Subtraction Story
Where Should Turtle Be?
Whistling Wings
Cengage Learning, Inc. d/b/a National Geographic Learning
Reach, Levels A-F (Grades K-5)
Reach Into Phonics (Grades 3-5)
Inside (Grades 6-8)
Edge (Grades 9-12)
World English, Levels 1-3 (Grades 9-12)
21st Century Reading, Levels 1-4 (Grades 9-12)
Grammar Explorer, Levels 1-4 (Grades 9-12)
Reading Explorer, Levels 1-4 (Grades 9-12)

Houghton Mifflin Harcourt Publishing Company
On Our Way to English (Grades K-5)

Imagine Learning
Imagine Learning (Grades K-6)

Istation
Istation Reading (Grades K-8)

LEGO Education
StoryStarter (Grades 2-5)

Pearson Education Inc.
Pearson iLit (Grades 4-10)

Rosetta Stone Ltd.
Rosetta Stone Foundations for K-12 (Silver)
Rosetta Stone Advantage for K-12

Santillana USA Publishing Co., Inc.
Spotlight on English: (Grades K-6)
Spotlight Reader's Theater: (Grades K-5)